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CTARIFICATION OF TERMINOLOGY
By Charles

F.

Lockvood

IN USING THE TITLE NJOURNAL OF TRANSIENT
AERIAL PHENOMENA'' hjE ARE TRYING TO MOVE TOI,JARDS
A LESS EMOTIVE TERMINOLOGY. IJE STILL ARE TOO
OFTEN PRESENTED hIITH THE OBVIOUSLY TRIVIAL
ARGUMENT THAT IF AN OBJECT IS UNIDENTIFIED
IT DOES NOT FOLLObJ THAT IT IS AN OBJECT FROM
AN ALIEN CIVILISATION. IT I5 CLAIMED THAT

IN EVERY CASE MORE INFORMATION bJILL ENABLE
THOSE WITH THE APPROPRIATE EXPERTISE TO MAKE
AN IDENTIFICATION OF THE OBJECT AS A MAN MADE
OR NATURAL PHENOMENON.
TRUE THAT MOST
OBJECTS REPORTED AS STRANGE CAN BE 50 IDENTIFIED
bIITH FURTHER RESEARCH, BUT THE WORD UFO NEEDS
TO BE REPLACED, AMONG SERIOUS STUDENTS OF THE
PHENOMENON, BY A TERM hIHICH CANNOT BE USED IN

IT I5

THE ThJO SENSE5 b'HICH ARE NOhI APPLICABLE

TO

UFO, I.E. AN UNIDENTIFIED FLYING I]BJECT AND
AN ALIEN AERIAL OBJECT. HERE ITHE WORD ALIEN
SIMPLY MEANS FOREIGN TO OUR ENVIRONMENT IN
ITS ORIGIN.
AUTONOMOUS CHARACTERISTICS

have discarded the other hypotheses, proposed
by the Association and published as an appendix
in the Fiel-d Investigation Manual. The li.st
of possible hypotheses is as follows :-

1. That the sightings involve misidentifications
of objects uhich are man made or natural
and are vell knovn to experts.
2. That the sightings involve man made devices
only knoun to thefu i.nventors.
J. That the sighting reports are
invo]ve fabrications.

hoaxes or

4. That the sightings involve natural events
vhieh are not observed often enough for
scientists to have produced suitable
scientific explanati.ons.
5. That the sightings are mental projections
by or received by the vitness.

6. That the sightings involve devices produced
The research Department of BUF0RA is interested
by one or more al.ien advanced technologies,
in the study of alL transient aerial phenomena
uhich originate
i.n the hope that vithin this wide group lre may
be able to identify certain objects which have
A elsevhere in the Universe being
exhibited characteristics fo autonomous behaviour.
(i) ruithin our 5o1ar System
The uord autonomous here refers to behaviour
vhich cannot be explained by reference to knovn
or (ii) within our Galaxy
natural or man made objects, but vhich appears
or(iii) beyond our Galaxy
to correspond to behaviour ruhich is not dependent on envi-ronmental conditi.ons or on physical
0r B in a Uni.verse vhich is not obvious
or engineering techniques u/hich are currently
to us yet usi-ng conventional techniques
available to mankind. An object vith specific
and vhich is
dimensions and mass, ruhich ehanged to velocity
very rapidly, landed, then took off again
(i) parallel to ours in space and
might vell fall into the category of autonomous
time
objects. It is possible for seientists to
or (ii) para1lel to ours in space but
specify those characteristics urhich they vould
not contemporaneous
expect to occur in autonomous objects and for
us to pay particular attention to slghting
or(iii) parallel to ours in time but
reports urhich involve those characteristies.
not in spaee
By specifying that subgroup of events ruhich rue
That the sightings are of intelligent processes
vish to study ve may be abfe to move avay from
beyond our space time continuum and not explicable
the vague terms UFO and aerial phenomenarurhich
in any of the categories listed above.
are very valuable as generic names, in order to
concentrate our attenti-on on events vhich are
BUF0RA has for a long time ruorked on the assumption
like 'flying saucelsr, but avoiding this and
that the UFO reports made to us are mainly of
other highly coloured terms.
category I and a few belong to categories 2 to 5
but that a small pereentage of all reports may
hle a]so feel that whi.l-e ve can obtain most of
belong to hypothesis 6 and/or 7. L/e do acknouthe reports on autonomous phenomena from
ledge that it may be difficult or even i.mpossible
observations of transient aerial phenomena, ve
to propose test procedures vhich urould enable
vish to avoid the ruoolly, unscientific linking
us to verify the application of some of the
of these events vith ghosts, the Loch Ness
sub-sections of categories 5 and 7.
monster, and all manner of E.S.P. reports,
many of vhich are very interesting, and are
However the positive efimination of categories
anomalous like UF0ts, but are not aluays
I to 5 by test proeedures may be easler and this
associated vith the sighting of an unusual
vould narrov the field for hypotheses.
aerial. object. It is clear that if there
is such a thing as telepathic communication
I'le are anxious that interested scientists vho
supposed alien technologists might have mastered
read this journal should consider uays in vhich
it, but sinee ve cannot produee such communi.they could identify the characteristics of
,

cation, ure should eschev using the concept as
if i-t vere an explanation of an aspect of the

autonomous behaviour ruhich ve have discussedt

HYPOTHESES

phenomena, such as might be associated

reports.

above the main concern of BUFORATs
Research Department ue ate not saying that ve

In describinq

and suggest hour ve can separate such behaviour
from behaviour vhich is anomalous, or inconsistent ruith the behavj.our of normal, natural

say, ball lightning.

rlitht

U

FO RESEARCH

By Peter A.

- A SCI ENTI FIC APPBOACH

Hill

UFO RESEARCH HAS BEEN DEFICIENT

SINCE.ITS INCEPTION. THIs

IS

IN

SEVERAL

I.JAYS

PARTIALLY DUE TO
ITS HAVING BEEN THE OCCUPATION OF THE DEDICATED
IN SPARE-TIME AND I,JITHOUT REMUNERATION. THIS
HAS LED TO ANY V,JITH SUFFICIENT ENTHUSIASM BEING
ENGAGED IN RESEARCH !ilITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY
OF SELECTION AND !/ITH MINIMAL TRAINING. SOME
RESEARCH IS OF REASONABLE QUALITY BUT MUCH IS
SUBJECTIVE AND LACKING IN THE BASICS OF SCIEN-

TIFIC METHOD.

THOSE INVOLVED bJHO ARE SCIENTISTS

BY PROFESSION HAVE GIVEN A HINT OF tdHAT COULD
BE DoNE BUT HAVE LACKED CoHESIoN, 0RGANISATION
AND ANY CoMMoN TERMIN0L0GY, DEFINITIoNS 0R

CLASSIFICATION. VALID

COMPARISONS ARE THERE-

FORE NOT POSSIBLE AFTER ]O YEARS. IT IS TIME
THAT UFO RESEARCH MATURED FROM HOBBY TO

SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINE.

1

INTRODUCTION

into the UFO phenomena began j.n the
1940rs. Early investigations by the atlied &
axis povers of small lights or objeets vhich
uere reported by aircrev of both sides to
Research

their aircraft ruere believed by each
side to be a classified artifact of the other.
shadoru

After over thirty years little progress has
been made in the investigation of the UFO.
Much time is epent by thousands of people all
over the globe in data co.l-1ection. But, aside
from the fact that much of this activity is of
i-nadequate objectivity or detail, data colLection is not an end in itself. It is a sine
qua non, but is requi-red so that the rav material if available for evaluation and analysis.
Too many collect data and subject it to no useful processing. This is not research but merely
a collection. Standard terminology, definitions
and classifications are essential for any progress and for international comparision in this
global issue. Folloving resolution of these
basic tools, stati.stical analysis is needed to
seek patterns in the data and correlation uith

any other time-variable events.

2

DATA COLLECTION

!/ithout a definition, one does not even knov
vhat it is that is to be colLected. Definiti.ons
have been_publlshed by Condonl, Hynek2 and by

others. But no standard definition has been
adopted and, on examination, all the published
definitions are deficient, ambiguous or i-nadequate insomerespect. _Even vhat is being
defined varies. bondonl defines the UF0, ruhile
Hynekz defines the UFO report. The latter is
the eorrect approach. For, ruhilst the UFO may
or may not be a discrete, objective phenomenon,
it is certain that ve neither have one in a
laboratory to study; nor are ve abl-e to eonduct
repeatable experiments vith it. That the UFO
report exi-sts, hovever, is an undeniable fact.
The report is our rav data and aIl ve have to
study. It is clearly the UFO report, therefore,
that requires definition. The Condon Committeef
despite eome invaluable uork, made this most
elementary error from the start ruhich coloured
the entire report and made it less useful, and

eubjective, than it might have been.
After a definition of UFO REP0RT is internationally accepted, the data can be more usefully analysed and the quality of collection
can.be drastically irproved. This ruill require
hard vork- by many voluntary bodies. Horuever,
vhat can be done even nov is demonstrated by'
the useful- investigation book produced by
more

BUFORA.

]

J

\

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Having gathered

data, analysis is essential.

has a provisional system kept on edgepunched, manually sorted cards (Fig. l.). -As
BUF0RA

I maintain these for the Associatim, I am
avare of a number of veaknesses. This is inevitable in a first trail, hovever, and it is
a vorthruhife venture to enable the principal
faults to be identified and eliminated pri.or
to moving to eleetronie data processing. Indeed
I

am

against such a move until the

neases are

satisfactorily

resolved.

The present card has 161 usable

knorun veak-

holes, single

only, using a 7 4 2 I field forseveral
of the parameters. A card is maintained for
eaeh report held by BUFORA. From experience,
it has been found that some bits of data to be
punched are ambiguous or inadequate. For
example, the item CONTACT (vith occupants) uras
included in the card design. Hovever, there
is eo far no eatisfactory definition of rcontactr.
Nor is it clear ruhether it implies that the
reporter of the event believes to have had
contact or that the investigators accept this.
Yet, many reports are received in good faith
but are misinterpretations of the actual stimuli
reeeived by the reporter. It is not uncommon
for reporters to say tI knov uhat I saru ruith
my orun eyest, overlooking the eomplex of assumptions uhich take place in the interpretations
of the light ruaves recei.ved by the eye vhen
punching

scanty data are processed by the human brain.
An analogy is eye-uitnesses of a road aecident.
They viI1 often disagree on detail. Thatrhovever
is not evidence that the accident did not take
place. The vhol-e fietd of human perception is
so eomplex that it ruouLd be out of place here
to go further into thj.s problem.

4

CoMMoN TERMIN0L0GY,

DEFINITIoNS

AND

CLASSIFICATION

It should be obvious that littte progress is
likely vithout international standard terminology, definitions and classifications. Terminology is fundamentat; uithout standards here ve
do not even knov vhether ure mean the same thing
in English speaking nations, let aLone vhen

translation enters into the picture.

It is simply not good enough to vrite of rclose
or tphysical evidencet ruithout under-

encountersr

standing vhether you mean the same by the term
as a colleague in the United States. A glossary

of terms is required. This should give definitions
vhich are not ambiguous.
The question

of classification not only requires

UFO RESEARCH

-

A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH/continued

resolution but there is a need for an early
agreement ruhich does not appear to be videly
appreciated. This urqency is due to the microelectronic revolution, based on silicon chip
technology, vhieh is already upon us. There is
no doubt that the implication is that research
societies throughout the ryorld ruill take for
granted the need for their ovn computing

facility.

This

vill

become as commonly accepted

during the coming ten years as the electronic
pocket calculator has done in the last feru
years. It vould be a mistake of incalculabLe
magnitude not to use common systems and soft
uare. The opportunity i.s upon us for a break-

through based on this technoJ-ogy. This opportunity will be throvn aruay if ve do not
etandardise nov to prepare for data linkage
and exchange, by microfiche or other suj.table

means.

Fig.

I

interesting patterns, of vhich some are predictable and fairly easiJ-y explained rrhilst
others are not uhat one uould expect.
Such a

statistical analysis carried out on a

random sample of adequate size vould relatively
quickly show patterns in the data ruorthy of
further investigation. A number of uorkers

have looked for correLations betveen reports
and other variables, including oppositions of
*lars and the sunspot cycle. To date, the
latter is the only one ruhich has shoun even a

slight similarity.

It is interesting that the hypothesis that there
is a correLation betrueen sloving sunspot rotation
increasing solar activity and vagming of the
terrestrial climate should be coneidered to be
worthy of serious study by Eddy.4 These parameters should all be looked at against the
periodicity of the UFO report.
6

CONCLUSION

is in our hands. These is no shortage
Al1 the eveidence suggests that of the
reports received some 9fgd are caaes of mj.sinterpretation and the other 776 unidentified. Hoaxes
although they are knovn to oecur, are relatively
uncommon. Ihe 7oi unidentified eould be some of
the most important data ruhich ue have the good
fortune to have. That rue have made litt]e
serious attempt to find ruhether this is so is
almost incredibl.e. Posterity uill not forgive
us if rue waste any further time tackling the
job with the tooLs and the philosophy of
The data

of it.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis of a modest sort can be
carried out now. For example, I have taken
500 British Isle reports from my files and
carried out analyses by a number of variables,
such as ti-me, colour, month, day of veek,
occupation of reporters and behaviour of the
stimulus of the report. This suggests some

Scientist
Vol.80, No.1129, p.519
Quoted by Nev

keep

1978

up with the real "

close

" one elTllegt Y?y . of
doing so_is- with the uFo^Newsclipping
you- uFo rgPorts from
Qerv-i9e' blqsins

the United States and around the world.
Each monthly issue is a 20-page report containing the latest UFO accounts
from the US, England, Canada, Australia, South-America and other coun-

tries. Let us keep you informed on worldwide UFO activity. Vrite
today for subscription information andsample

pages from ourservice issues.
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EFFECTIVE HANDLING OF PHYSICAT DATA
By Robert DigbY and Steve Gamble
THE AUTHORS EXPLAIN THE REASON FOR THE CREATION

0F BUF0RA'S PHYSICAL DATA SECTIoN, At{D

DESCRIBE
THE PR0BLEMS INV0LVED I4,HEN V0LUNTARY

S0ME 0F
BODIES AND INEXPERIENCED INDIVIDUALS INVEST.
IGATE UFO EVENTS WHERE INDIRECT PHYSICAL EVIDENCE IS ALLEGEDLY PRESENT. EFFECTS ON THE
ENVIRONMENT DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO UFO
THEREFORE 50
PHENOMENA ARE RARE AND IT
MUCH MORE IMPORTANT THAT THESE VERY INFREQUEN]T
EVENTS ARE GIVEN PROFESSIONAL ATTENTION AT THE

I5

ONSET.

The minutes of BUFORA's council meeting of
4 February l-978 contain an item on the instigation of a Physical Data Section urithin BUFORA
and the disbanding of the speciaList photo-

graphic section. The reason for this change
vas one of rati.onalisation. The result of
forming a Photographic Department rvas to
immediately create a channel through vhich
photographic cases could be passed. Those

vith this project vere astounded
at the volume of uork invoLved in dealing vith
uhat vas a totally unexpected number of photographic eases. !/hilst there have been villing
helpers outside the group structure, it vas
realised that a unified effort uas required to
deal vith the broader concept of physieal
evidence cases. Therefore, BUF0RA has established defined channels for the handling of
people i.nvolved

Physical Data, vhich comprise the group
ENCOUNTERS

0F THE SECOND KIND

classif ication system. I

in the

CL05E

Hynek

objective is to have a netvork of people
interested in direct and indirect physical
evidence of the reality of UF0's. Also to seek
the best possible sources of assistance for a
given situation, vorking in much lhe fashion
of the invisible college concept.z That is
to say, the role of this group is one of filtering the vealth of material coming through
the investigation netvork, identifyinQ those cases
vhich are most vorthy of further study and taking
the necessary steps for a more detailed investigation. Prior to the organisation of any
such data gathering faeility there vas a tendency for materiaLs of this sort to go to a
wide assortment of individual-s tuithout coordination, Many investigators ruhen confronted
vith Physical evidence shour a complete Laek of
knovledge as to vhere these materials coul-d be
referred. Although there are a si-gnificant
number of alleged physical evidence cases, of
those ue have studied none have been proven
to be incontrovertible evidence for the existence of a UFO type phenomenon.
The

At the time of ruriting (July 1979) of a1l the

cases considered, 73.796 vere photographic, 25,'6
uere traee cases and 1.1,"6 fell into neither
categories. 0f the photographic cases 5.f5?6
of the total have proven ruorthy of further

detailed study. One or more of these may
indicate a nev type of phenomenon outside the
context of UF0s, possibly meteorologicaf or
atmospheric in nature. It ls anticipated that
detailed case studies dealing vith this neu
Transient Aerial Phenomenon vill be dealt vith
by this journal at a later date. 0f the traces

cases 21.5% have been uorthy of fiattcr study
and of these only one has revealed anything
unusual, again details to be FSlisfied at a
later date.

Unfortunately, of the traces cases srtritted
for study there is often no ten$le link betveen
the physical evidence presented ad Ur alleged
UFO occurrence. Indeed, in sm cases the UFO
uas not sighted, An example of ttris latter
type of case j-s the discovery of tfu Fe.ainq
oi- fifteen ponles on Dartmoor in fuly lg77.t
An investigation revealed that the ponies had
died from natural causes and the apparent m..rtilation of the bodies vas probably cansed by
them being dragged along the ground.tg the
place ruhere they ruere to be buried.4r)
Another example vas at Clapham I'loods near
lrlorthing. Some dogs had disappeared md a
Iocal UFO group had tied this in uith several
reports of UFO sightings and an entity sighting in the voods themselves. An investigation
revealed the presence of a gamekeeper vith an
intense hatred of dogs off the leash encroaehing on his property. One \uoman gave details
of horu her dog had been struck ruith a rifle
butt by the same gane varden. This ruas a more
Iikely explanation of the events in this case.
These cases either have no unusual charaeteristics or else an on site investigation reveals
more likely explanations for the given event.
One must call into qlestion the abilities and
eapabilities of some investigators called in
to deal vith physical eveidenee cases. Our
experience j.s that very often key details are
overLooked or ignored in investigalions of this

type.

Another problem is vhere an investigator or
vitness is unsure hou to proceed urhen actually
confronted by the so-called evidence or need

to

produce

it.

Another exanple concerning'a

traees sample taken from an alleged landing
site on the south coast, vas that it uas a
year old before ue heard of it. The vitness
had collected a small amount of pouder from
vhere he said he had seen a UFO land. This
he placed in a truist of cling film. For some
reason he believed the sample to be radio-.
active. He placed the sample inside an envelope,

dutifully marked it RADIO-ACTIVE and posted it
to the head of a UFO organisation. This further
changed hands betveen t\uo more people and vas
brought to London by train before finally
arriving by chance at our laboratory. 0n other
occasions single soil samples have turned up,
for example, in old crisp bags. In none of
these cases have control samples been provided.
Everyone shoul-d

to treat
urhat it i-s.
uay

realise that this is not the
if indeed that is

such evidence,

not understand fu1ly the nature of the
therefore, there is the
posslbility that there may be BI0LOGICAL, CHEMICAL
and PHYSICAL hazards associated vith a site. By

lde do

phenomena encountered,

BIOLOGICAL

{,e mean

for

example

viral, fungal,

bacterial or other microbiologicaL contamination
of the site. Lrle have access to facilities vhere

EFFECTIVE FIANDLING 0F PHYSICAL DATA,/continued

of this nature can be
lihen interesting cases are under investigation
dealt uith in reasonable safety. CHEMICAL
UFO investigators tend to pester the Physical
hazards could include toxic vapours or corrosive
Data Secti-on for reports to publish in their
liquids such as Formaldehyde or acids. By
magazines uithout considering the vast amount
PHYSICAL ue couLd mean radiation uhich could
of complex, expensive and time consuming uork
be parficulate such as Alpha emissions or eLectro- vhich needs to be carried out if any meani-ngful
magnetic like Gamma or ultra-violet emissions.
resul,ts are to be obtained. So help is bvailThe available evidence has already shorun that
able if you knou vhat you ruant and uhat you are
doi.ng. The Fhysical Data Section has a co-ordstrange types of contaminations do occur in
inator so that materials need not go astray or
some samples associated vith UFO event sites.
be delayed. There are lists of people vith
This may not alvays be the case but ve feel- it
assorted expertise or knourledge in useful fields
much safer to be cautious and avare of the
potential hazards.
both tuithin and outside BUFORA to ryhom ve can
turn for he1p. Unfortunately ruhen a rational
explanation is found for a given case, UFO
Besides all this there are other areas of proeedure of equal importance, sueh as specialised
magazines do not publish retractions very often!
hazardous materials

site photography, site surveys and perhaps on
site soil mechanics. The measurements of impressions or other evidence are irnportant. The
force required for the formation of an impres-

sion may ue1l be calculated from accurate data.
The ruord force is used rather than veight simply
because a light objeet may do more damage at
high velocity than a heavi.er objeet at loru
velocity. A trained geologist might readily
spot unusual rocks or minerals not normally
associated vith an area, something vhich could
easily be overlooked by an untrained eye. Some
traces may be extremely volatile and require
special techniques to preserve them. Such
traces mught be preserved for^example in liquid
nitrogen, ruhj-ch boils aL -196". Despite the
volume of material that has passed through our
hands, the so-called 'real McCoyr concerning
strange tangible evidence is rare. Probably
less than 1,"( of the annual turnover of cases,
either nationally or even gJ.oba11y, ean be
considered genuinely strange. Our job is to
try to determine the nature and diversity of
Transient Aerial Phenomena based on some hard
data. The opportunities for doing so are rare.

the question tlrlhich uay UFO Research?'
ve uould say that partly the presence of an
underground or invisj-bl.e college is one factor
that sofves the problem of having expertise,and
facilities to obtain hard data. This sort of
thing is not directly ruithin the scope of any
UFO organj.sation, and is not likely to be for
some time. Another factor is that the subject
of UFOs is still 'poison t vithin the serious
scientific community, ruhether in the private,
industrlal or university sectorsl hence the
evolution of an underground movement.

vould conclude that slovly, very slourly ue
are going to see a more rational, productive
approach vhich does not hinge on ruork being
rushed through to meet publishing deadlines in
'Flying Saucerr magazines, but urhere quality
of investigation takes precedence over quantity.
Hopefully, properly trained, responsible investigators vi1l obtain the information ue seek.
At the very least the subject ruill move out into
the open for discussion and rationalisation.

We
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'The

UFO

Abelard

To ansuer

Attitudes of official bodies like the Police,
Ministry of Defence, Department of Trade and
Industry, the Univiserties and the degree of

co-operation extended, most definitely depends
on vhat assistance is belng sought and by ruhom,

Air traffie controllers at

West Drayton for
example, are fed up ruith people tphoning about

aircraft

movements

relative to

Nearly ahuays they are the

activity.
people! Some

UFO

same

universities may analyse material from so-eaLled
UFO landing sites. 0f course they uill only
earry out the investigations you specify and
vi11 charge you about €,20 per day for time plus
betueen t5-€,10 for each test carri.ed out on
each sample.

TRACE EXAMPLE

in lavn having the shape of an
equilateral triangle (side 1?"). This uras discovered by the vitness after he observed a
bright multi-eoloured light'take-off'
Hanford, Stoke-on-Trent - 19.I2.72
BUF0RA J0URNAL Vol.l No.I0l1I
SmaII depression

tSummarised and

GEPAN

transfated by Charles Lockvood

The folloruing article is compiled from edited
extracts from a 16 page booklet TGEPAN and the
study of the UFO Phenomenonr - February 1979.
The introduetion is taken from a paper dated
9 April 1979 entitled 'Tovards a seientific
approachr by Dr. Alain Esterle, vho became the

nev head

of

GEPAN

in

October

last

year.

The main aims j.n

publishing this booklet are to
present GEPAN, its structrire, its funetions and
rEthods and to describe its activities after lB
months experience. A further objeet is to encourage eyevitnesses to rePort their observations

to

GEPAN.

Introduction
0n L May 1977 a nev service ulas created at the
National Centre for Space Studies (CNES) in

Toulouse. This rtas the Unidentified Aerospace

it is not
in Gbvernment to create nev services
fortuitously, it is important to enlighten the
reader on the circumstances and the motives vhich
have led to the creation of this nevr body. Let
us say it uas due to a combination of three
Phenomena Study Group (GEPAN). As

customary

favourable eircumstances.

Firstly, there vas an interest taken in this
type of phenomena by eertain members of the
Government (one recalls the intervieu on this

subject on French radio involving the Minister
of Defence, Mr. R. Galley in 7974). Secondly,
there vas a groving curiosity by the French
people. Finally, there vas the vocation of
CNES, spearhead of French space research, vhere
certain engineers had been interested in the
question for a long time. Naturally one of
these, Dr. Claude Poher, became the first person
responsible for GEPAN, up to his departure in
0ctober 1978.
Centre National dtEtudes Spatiales
Created by an Aet of Parliament dated 19 December
1951, the National- Centre for Space Studies

to funetion officially on 1 March 1962.
CNES is a publicr scientific and technical
establishment, urith an industrial and commercial
began

nature, uhose basic resources come from state
grants. Its effective compliment amounts to
a thousand CNES employees and roughly the same
number of people beJ.ongidg to organisations
ruorking in different centres.

role of the CNES is to promote the national
utilisation of spaee resourcesr to undertake and
guide programmes of space applications. CNES
decides French space policy and participates in all
activities of the European Space Agency. Its
social centre is in Paris and it has at its disposal, different departments sited at Toulouse
(its technical centre), at Evry (ARIANE launeh
programme), at Kourou in Guiana (rocket launch
site)n at Aire-sur-l'Adour (Landes) and at Gap/
Tallard (Hautes Alpes) for the launching of
The

ba11oons.

In fifteen years of its existence CNES has released more than a thousand balloons, launched

more than three hundred sounding rocketsr participated in the development of seventeen artifical
satellj-tes of ruhich eleven have bedn put into

orbit using its
Horu

is

GEPAN

ovn launch vehicles.

comprised?

First, there are tvo people vho uork full time the head of the group and his secretaryr and some
tens of employees of the CNES rvho have offered
their hetp for a small part of their ruorking time
(uithout counting the sacrifice of part of their
Ieisure time). In addition there are a number
of researehers scattered about the different
centres of learning and researeh in France vho
have also agreed to dedicate to the activity
of GEPAN an irregular part of their uorking time
and leisure time. Finally' a Scientific Council
has been appointed, composed of high level
scientists vhose role is to supervise and advise
GEPAN on its activities and direetions. It goes
ruithout saying that ruithin GEPAN, as in the
Scientific Council there is a nide spread of
expertise in both physical and human seiences,
so ansvering any doubt about the rultidisciplinary approach.
Apart from GEPAN there are its souroes of information. An essential role is played in this
by the National Gendarmerie vhich hasr since
1975, carried out an investigation into eac*r
unexplained sighting reported to it. A copy
is sent to GEPAN ruhich to date has handled abottt

investigations, a figure vhich is nov
increasing at an approximate rate of 100 per
annum. Furthermore, the Civil Aviation body' the
Naval Services and the Air Force have agreed to
channel to GEPAN the sightings made in the course
of their activities, on land (radar control),
at sea and in the air (from pilots). For a long
time private UFO groups have also undertaken the
task of carrying out investigations and dealing
ryith vitnesses, and some of these have opened
their records to GEPAN. The quality and thoroughness of these investigations are hovever very
variable, and this variability increases still
more vhen one depends on press euttings recounting the sightings. Finallyr some uitnesses
take the initiative to telephone directly to
GEPAN to report their sightings. It can be seen
therefore that there is no lack of information
thanks to a urell distributed netuork covering
the vhole of French territorY.

600 normal

The unique nature

of

GEPAN

GEPAN is unlike previous official groups in several uays :- it does not act under military contract, but
at the centre of a public, civil organisation
- it is not(itthe result of the pressure of public
vas created after a Prefiminary
opinion
analysis of the records
- it is not proposed to study systematieally in
detaj,I the totality of sighting reports, but
to give priori.ty to those vhich involve aerospace phenomena uhich its experts have not
succeeded in identifying.
- it is composed of researehers who have expressed

1'
I

I

t

GEPAN,/continued

a uish

to participate in these studies.

Present structure

of

GEPAN

To achieve its objectives GEPAN has adopted a
structure of seven groups; rapid intervention,
trace sampling, radar varning, evaluation,
national.catalogue, statistical analysis and
I

Simovani t .

1.

Rapid Intervention Group

four thousand brigades of the French Gendarmeries have received instructions asking
them to contact quickly their Headquarters in
Some

Paris in the event of a sighting of a

UFO ruhich

is particularly interesting (i.e. eLose encounters
landings vith suspected traces etc.). It is
the Headquarters of the Gendarmelie vhich assesses
the expediency of varni.ng GEPAN in Toulouse,

the Rapid Intervention Group has installed
a permanent system of alert for its members.
!{henever intervention is decided upon, this
group has the task, first of rapldly setting
up a multidisciplinbry team of investigators
to go to the site of the observation to meet
the vitnesses and second to facilitate its ruork
on the site (using adapted equipment). Since
March 1978 this group has been called upon seven
times, but has only intervened on tuo occasions,
in June and July.
ruhere

2.

The Trace Sampling Group

blarned by the same route as the previous group
the Trace Group is caLled in vherever various

physical traces (vhether on soiL or plants)
have been declared present by the Gendarmes
after a presumed UFO landing. Its main function
vill be to carry out mechanical measurements
at the site and samples of traces (by boring)
vhieh vilI be sent to specialist analytical
laboratories. The vorkers in this group have
a specialised procedure and have at their dispiosal

specific

equipment

for this

purpose.

For obvious reasons it i-s imperative that this
group intervenes uith a maximum delay of 24 to
48 hours after a presumed landing. It has been
called upon truice but the faet that information
vas provi-ded too J-ate, rendered its deployment
useless.

t.

The Radar i'larning Group

intervene in tvo uays,
of the Rapid Intervention Group
follouing a visual sighting and on the direct
alert from the air traffic personnel (pilots,
air traffic controllers etc.). Its researeh
operates along three channels :- military surveillance radar netvork
- civil radar netvork (air traffic, national
The Radar Warning Group

on the request

meteorological etc.)

- theoretical calculations and studies
This activity has, as a basis, the research
into sporadic echoes vhich are produced by the
UFO phenomenon

and the maximum exploitation

of radar information in order to obtain materi.al
data concerning UF0s (consisting of echoes,
response to certain types of radar, veloeity,
heading, acceleration etc.).
4.

Evaluation

Group

The first activity of the members of GEpAN consisted of the analysis of some hundreds of sighting
reports transmitted to Toulouse by the services
of the Gendarmerie. This group examines recent
reports ruhich reach GEPAN and regularly goes
through the files at the disposal of GEPAN.

5.

The

National Catalogue

Group

Its mi.ssion is to code all sighting reports
categorised as type D uith the aim of establishing a national infoemation catalogue of UFO
si.qhtings. The method of coding is studied in
co-operation uith the Group for Statistical
Analysis and aLso ruith the consultants outside
CNES.

6.

Statistical Analysis Group
Composed of statisticians, mathematicians and
professional information scientists of the CNES,
this group aims to produce statisties from the
national Catalogue as it is being elaborated.
Its objective is to.attempt to extract the
characteristics of the UFO phenomenon from the
analysis of these si.ghtings taken collectively.
7. The 'Simovanir Group
The

With a vieur to faei.litating the recoltection of

certain parameters characterising a UFO sighting(shape, angular dimensions, colours, position,
azimuth etc.) GEPAN plans to bring into use a
specialoptical instrument. This device, called
SIM0VANI (contraction of simulator optical of
0bjet Volant Ni ldentifie) uill be utilised on
the site concernbd, and vill bring considerable
help to the investigators. It vill have the
appearance of a box, mounted on a tripod, and
inside uill be placed transparencies representing
various shpaes of different sizes and colours,
trhlch an optical system uill superimpose on the
observed countryside through binoculars.

vitness uill be able to change the image at
and at the same time simulate.his sighting
uhose principal characteristics ruill appear to
the investigators in the form of numerical data.
The task of the uitness, and that of the investiqators vil-1 thus be made much easier because
language is often inadequate to describe an
unusual sighting. Truo optieal specialists and
an engineer are invcilved in this project.
The

uill

GEPAN

and the Private Groups

Folloving a proposal formulated by its Scientific
Council, GEPAN invited representatives of the
principa.I French private groups studying the
UFO phenomenon to an information meeting on
12 September 1978. About thirty or so of these
groups replied to this appeal by each sending
tvo or three delegates. This one day session
uas the opportunity for GEPAN to present its
structure, its vork, its method of operation
edd to'glve an insight into its research
projects and the results obtained" It vas
stressed that GEPAN had no intention of either
forming a federation of French groups or of
delegating tasks. The object of this meeting
uas to define a method of usefuL co-operation.
The members of the groups revealed the difficulties vhich vere associated ruith the collection of information, and shoved coneern that

GEPAN/eontinued

they should improve the quality of their investigations. They recognised the necessity
of contacting the specialist teams of GEPAN
vhen the investigation seemed to them to
require the employment of particular techniques
or materials. They shoved that they ruere vholly
j-n favour of communicating to GEPAN, reports
of their investigations. GEPAN took careful
note of the ririshes of the participants to be
informed regularly of the progress of the work.
Finally, GEPAN suggested the idea of the possible organisation of probationary periods for
investigators and making the method of cLassification uniform.
Examination and Classification

of Sighting

Reports

5.

Close encounters type Z (O.R.Z).
Inter-action vith environment involved
e.g. effects on motor car lights,
engines or radio, ground traces or
burns, plants effected, animals affected and even human beings.
Close encounters type I (0.R.1). Those
involving reports mentioning the presence of entities ruhich could be occupants of the UFO.

.
6.

This classificalion !,as proposed by Hynek, and
has the advantage that it is used by nany foreign
researchers, thus facilitating the exchange of
vievs.
Results

of Preliminary Analyses

report is anaiysed suecessively by truo
experts uho assign it to a certain category
and put their remarks on an evaluation form
attached to each file. This classification
permits the re-assessment of the report in
four categories according to the experts
estimate and is shovn in the folloruing urays :-

It can be said that our of the total sighting
reports there remain, after analysis by the
experts, 2O% to 2596 vhich really pose a question.
These cases are for GEPAN the 'true sighting
reports of UFOs', and they alone constitute the
basic material of its uork.

-

Analysis handled by experts

Each

Type A Phenomena
These are phenomena completely

identified

of 1978 three hundred and fifty
four sighting reports made by the Gendarmerie
had been processed by experts at GEPAN and vere
divided as follovs :-

Type B Phenomena
These are phenomena vhich cannot be iden-

tified uith certainty but the characteristics
deseribed by the uitnesses permit the
association of the event vith a vell-knovn
phenornenon (the experts befieve that there
is a high probability that a balloon, an
aeroplane, or a meteorite etc. vas involved)
-

4%

these are phenomena ruhich the experts eannot identify in spite of reLatively precise
and complete reports.

When an expert considers that there is present
a phenomenon of type D a second classification

is then necessary. According to the characteristics of the sighting ve distinguish six possible headings :A. Relatively distant slghtings
1. Nocturnal lights
2. Daylight discs
t. Instrumental ob5ervations - radar,

binoculars, astronomical telescope,
eamera etc.

Close Encounters

limit

adopted - Less than 200m - corto that at vhich binocular vision
not allov the correct assessment of

responds

distances.

4.

Close encounters type t (0.R.1).
effect on witness or environment

B

:-

Daylight Discs
Instrumental 0bservations (1 case of radar)
2196 Close Encounters type I
2896 Close Enbounters type 2
4% Close Encounters type )
1,o6

Type D Phenomena

does

A

496

Type C Phenomena
These are phenomena uhieh cannot be iden-

The

n

Redividing Category D cases (89) gave
42% Nocturnal Lights

impossible.

B.

cl-assed under Category

r
t7%, t
t4%[[trc
259dilrrnD

tified but the reports, lacking detail in
certain respects, make further investigation
-

GEPAN

To the beginning

(e.g. CNES balloon, helicopter, planet,
satellite re-entry etc.)

-

at

No

A tentative classification of si.ghtings of Category D in terms of relative credibility of ruitness gave the folloving results :

-

high credj.bj.lity

2J!5

medium

5796
10,'6

eredibility
lory credibility

Comment

by Charles

of
of
of

cases
cases
cases

Loekwood

thing vhich strikes the reader of this
informative booklet is that the French aerospace scientists are ruay ahead of all others
in the study of the UFO phenomenon. They have
a civi1, Government funded, scientific organisation ruorking on this problem and they have
the co-operation of Universities, Police, armed
services and, most important,of all, the vitnesses.
If only rue in Britain eould establish a researeh
unit vith a similar non-military basis, attached
perhaps to one 5f our Aerospace Departments,
ve could begin to be objective about this
phenomenon. !rle, ufio are voluntary UFO researchers do not urish to prise from the Ministry of Defence their precious secrets about
the latest fighters, or rocket devices! We
are interested only in the stange objects, the
UF0sr'"iuhich are observed all over the ruorld.
lrle are looking at an !!g!913i!,
not a
national- phenomenon, and ve all hope that the
British Government vill not be left too far
behind i-n this important field of study.
One

,I
I
!
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UFO EVENTS
By AnthonY R.

IN

PEMBROKESHIRE

-1977

Pace

is a guarded yes! The number of reports'
to date for 1977 is i.n the region of 450
and late cases are still being added. The peak
of reports appears to have come in the month of
May. Naturally this figure represents rau
unprocessed reports of vhich some 90% or more
vill be eventually explained. Nevertheless
this number is even higher than the 1967 wave
and tends to add some ueight to the suggested
type 'A' vave of 10 years periodicity. However,
not onJ.y vere the totaL number of reports made
in 1977 greater than in any previous years, but
their signifj.eance also vere unparalleled.
The ansver

received

THE FOLLOIdING PAPER, ORIGINALLY GIVEN ON
16 APRIL 1978 AT BUFORA'S THIRD NATIONAL
RESEARCH & INVESTIGATIoNS CONFERENCE, NoTTTNGHAM
SUMMARISES MANY OF THE MORE INTERESTING UFO
REPORTS FROM PEMBROKESHIRE DURING THE SPRING
OF 1977. THE INTENSITY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF
UNPRECEDENTED IN UFO RESEARCH
BUFORA INTENDS TO PRODUCE
DETAILED REPORT IN DUE COURSE.

THESE EVENTS
RECORDS

A

IN

IS

THE

U.K.

Introduction

I investigated a
In 1967 Roger Stanvayl
"nd in the Stoke-onlarge number of UFO reports
Trent area and from other parts of Staffordshire.
These reports cufminated in a peak uhich oceurred
at the end of Ausust and the besinnins of september.
In the U.K. as a uihole 1957 proved to be an
unprecedented year for the number of UFO reports,
and the steep rise over previous years appeared
to lend support to the approximate 10 year

of events
in 1977 occuired in a very localised area in the
county of Pembrokshire, South lrlest ldales,
(principatly near St. Brides Bay), and in my
in the
:#:i:":;.,1ri""33331:1"11 I;l:.:*i:;i
Probably the most outstanding series

Local area investi.gator Mr. Randall
did an extensive coverage of the
events vhich stretched from January into May
and even into later months. Intrigued by the
BUFORA's

Jones-Pugh

perj.odicity of

UFO vaves. In his paperz at last
conference in Birmingham in November I976,
Bernard Delair had considered evidence for vhat
he called type tA' vaves ruith a 10 year period

unprecendented number of Close Encounter Cases
of the Third Kind, and knoruing the county very

BUF0RA

ruell myself, I decided to visit the area in
August and again in September 1977 to intervieur
the vitnesses of the more significant cases.

type 'B' vith one of 6 years. The next type
'A' vave he suggested vouJ.d probably oceur in
1977 or 1978 caleulated from the events of 1957,

and

is not sufficent ti.me here to cover aLl
the reports - so I vil.l- restrict my summary
to the inleresting ones.
There

though he thought this might begin around the
month of June 1977. One should nou ask vhether
we have found any evidence for this tentative

prediction.

Dravings not

to

scale

Fiq.

2

rt
1

UFO EVENTS

IN

PEMBROKESHIRE/continued

Case Summaries

ta.)..77

Several people at the village of Clarbeston Road reported a bright silvery
object travelling across the sky vith an rarm' projecting from tlc right side.
The time uas about 7.50 p.m. (Fiq. 1)

of school children at Herbranston SchooL ruitnessed a cigar-strped
object 'flying' over the school bulldings during playtime. (Fiq. 2)

3.2.77

A number

4.2.77

Approximately 75-2O schoolboys at Broadhaven School observed a disc-sh+ed
object complete vith a dome and orange-red light across some vooded fields
adjacent to the playground. Some of the boys maintained that they had
observed a humanoid figure associated vith the UFO. (Fig. 3)

9.2.77

A young man at Pembroke Doek heard a buzzing noise. The time ruas 8.45 a.n.
He looked around and sau a 'plate or saucer-shaped' UFO in the sky. It had
yellov-green lights on the side and the body vas mostly siLver coloured. &t
the top vas a round thing shaped l-ike an 'egg yolkr ruhich uas grey, He ran
to find someone else to see the object but ruhen he returned, it had disappeared.

(Fis.

4)

r0.2.77

Truo boys vere skateboarding on the Grammar School field at Haverforduest,
vhen they observed a bl-ue light, like a uorkman's lamp on a stand. One of
the boys threu a stone at it and the objeet rose into the air about 20 feet
revealing an orange cigar-shaped bottom section. (Fig. 5)

77.2.77

At about 10.10 a.m. a school teaeher, Mrs. Morgan, vhile leaving Broadhaven
School, uas attracted by some shiny object in the sky. She stopped and
observed a large oval object vith a small dome. The colour ruas metallic and
the UFO appeared to have severaL ridges around the body. (Fig. 6)

tr.3.77

At about one orclock in the morning a man at Llansteffan sav a Luminous pale
gold coloured object motionless in the dark sky. The object uas described
as the shape of a veaver's shuttl-e. It suddenly sruitched off like a light.

(ris.7)

13.3.77

Stephen Taylor uas val-king home to Pen-y-Curm from his friends house and uas
approaehing the Base at MF Braudy. It vas about 9.30 p.m. He saur a dark
hemispherical object in a field on hj.s right and vent up to the gate to have
a better look. He ]it a cigarette and had not been there for many minutes

vhen a strange figure stepped out in front of him, from behind the hedge.
The figure uas about 5 feet tall, had no hair, but very high cheek bones and
unnaturally large eyes. !'Jhere the mouth should have been, yas a small

rectangular 'box' vith a pipe extending from this and over the leftshoulder.
struck out at the figure in fright and ran fol his life. lJhen he
arrived home, he noticed hov strangely his pet dog behaved tovards him.
Usually quite friendly, the dog refused to let him go near .it, constantly
groruling and shoving its teeth. FinaIIy Stephen's mother vas forced to put
the dog outside for the night. In the morning the dog behaved normally.
Stephen

(Fis.

L7

.3.77

26.3 .77

B)

Mrs. PauLine Coombs lras returning home uith her children to Ripperston Farm,
near Littlehaven, uhen her eldest son remarked on a bright llght ruhich vas
falIi.ng out of the sky. She accelerated to avoid any collision, but soon
discovered that the oval yellov light, about the size of a rugby baIl, uas
folloving the car in a parallel course just above the hedge tops. A hazy
beam of light seemed to be shlning dovn from the object. As she approached
the farm, the lights of her car began to fade and the englne lost pover.
The car eventually rolLed to a halt and Mrs. Coombs got out, clutching her
frightened, crying children and raced into the farmhouse to her husband.
The strange 1i9ht fleru off into the sky and disappeared. tFig. 9)

At about 7.50 a.m. on a Saturday morning another farmerrs ryife Mrs. Hewinson
looked out of her bedroom ruindov and realised she could not see the greenhouse
ruhich uras situated about 90 yards dovn the garden. Blocklng the vieE uras a
Iarge silvered coloured object vith three distinct layers or ridges around it.
It appeared smooth and looked as though it vas made of some kind of metal.
She vent to fetch her husband, but the object had gone vhen they returned to
the vindow. (Fiq. 10)

t
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L. Bassett vas returning home in her car to Ferryside uhen she observed
a bright blue fl-ashing light near the village of Idore. Immediately the
music she had been listeni.ng to on the car radio uas replaced by static
interference. Lrlhen the light disappeared the radio returned to normal. lrlhen
she arrived home her dog behaved very strangely.
Mrs.

At about 4.45 a.n. on a Thursday morning Mr. Cyril John vas voken up by a
bright flashing orange light vhich ilruminated the bedroom vhere he ruas
stayi.ng uith his daughter in Milford Haven. He got out of bed to try to
discover the source of the constantly flashing light and took severai steps
over to the rvindov. Looking out above the roof tops of the terraced houses
opposite he observed an oval- si.lvery object moving baek and forth in a regular
mannet. In front of this object, but much closer to the vindour vas a huminoid
figure riterally suspended in the airl The figure vas stationary, had on a
silvery one-piece suit and appeared to be vearing a 'hoodr vhich eompretely
obscurred the face. Mr. John ruatched this bizarre spectacle for at least iralfan-hour, after vhich the figure and object gradually receded into the distance.
(Fie.11)
A young girl of J.7 ruas avakened early on Thursday morning feeling sick ano
ruent to the bathroom. when she returned to her bedroom she noticed a bright
right shining through the cLosed curtains. 0pening them she vas surprised
to see vhat she described as a 'spaeeship' hovering above the street outside

the vindoru.

rn front of the object and moving back and forth towards the ruj.ndou, uas a
figure ruith longish hair and a large curved nose. The fi.gure
vas dressed in a one-piece silver suit and eventuarly alighted on the vindov
sil1. lleasurements of the vindour shoved that the figure uas no more than J
feet talll
smal1 human-like

In the 'spaceship' vas a vindov and through this appeared tuo strange faces
identical to that of the figure on the ruindov siL1. Eventually the figure
returned to the object, entered beneath it, and the UFO departed over the roof
tops. The girlr in fact, lived in the same street in Milford Haven vhere the
vitness in the previous case, Mr. John, had been staying: (Fig. 12)
L2.4.77

Young Mark Marston was birdsnesting near his home in Herbranston, near Milford
Haven. He heard the sound of someone moving behind him and turned to see a

silvery-suited figure, estimated betveen 6 and 7 feet tal1, leap over the ruire
of a smalL seu/age farm and begin to uralk toruards him. He ran up the
l-ane vith the figute in pursuit but stopped ruhen the figure harted under a
lamp at'the side of the lane. The figure vore bLaek boots and instead of a
face, had a square black tvisortvhich covered al-most aII the front of the
mesh gate

headgear.

The fi.gure turned and headed off dorun the lane out of sight. 0n the hill above
the sevage farm vhere Mark had first seen the figure, uas an orange-red gloruing inverted saucer-shaped object. The boy ran home to his parents frightened
and crying. (Fig. 13)
19

.4.77

Mrs. Rose Grenville, proprietress of the Haven Fort Hotel, Little Haven had
gone to bed at about 2.00 a.m. vhen she real.ised she eould hear a humming
sound like the central heating system, but this vas not normally on at that
time of the morning. She got out of bed and checked the boiler. She quickly
came to the conclusion that the sound vas unlike the boiler and indeed found
that this uas switched off.

vent back to her bedroom, looked out of the vindov and vas surprised to
find the area of the rear of the hotel 1it upl In the corner of the field at
the back vas a pulsating bluish fLame. She found her binoculars and observed
an oval- object vith truo human-like figures movj.ng nearby. They ruere tall
vilh long arms and legs and vere garbed in ryhat appeared to be ruhite boiler
She

t

suits.

There were no features discernable on the pointed heads. She called her
husband but eventually had to go and fetch him from his bed. Tlre object and
accompanying figures had gone vhen she and her husband returned to the uindo\u.
(Fiq. 14)

UFO EVENTS

IN
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The same Mrs. coombs uho had the experience u,ith the light that folloued her
car, reported another even stranger event that occurred to herself and her
husband on Friday, 22 ApriI.

22.4.77

tdhile uatching a couboy film on the television she noticed a sirvery suited
figure standing outside facing in at the vindoru. The figure had a black
square rvisorr uhere the face should have been. It ruas alleged that the
figure stood at the uindov for more than an hour. !,lhen her husband sa!, it,
he immediately phoned the police but the figure disappeared just before they
arrived. Measurements of the height of the uindo!, glass shoved that the strange
figure \uas at least 7 feet talll In addition the farm dog behaved in an odd
manner

same

evening. (Fig.

15)

at Haverfordvest, in broad daylight sa!, an object in the sky shaped like
a ueaver's shuttle. It sLddenly disappeared from sight. (Fig. 16)

I.5.77

A man

Mrs. Coombrs turin daughters uere playing in the
Farm, near the sea, vhen they saur a tfunny mant

fields north of Ripperston
in a silver suit uith a square
black face! The figure uralked off and eventually disappeared into another
field. They then observed vhat they both described as a rplater vhieh canre
out of the sky and hovered just above the ground in front of them. Doors
apparently opened in the object and some retairsrcame out. A'dark red boxl
vas ejected from the object urhich then flev off near the cliffs and entered
the sea betveen the shore and a rocky outcrop called Stack Rocks. The rboxt
according to the girls, just disappeared in front of their eyes. They later
complained of rashes on.the arm and leg. (Fig. 17)
A lorry driver and his mate driving near Carmarthen aau, t!,o figures in the
road. The driver described them as 7 feet tal1, quite broad and dressed in
bright red transluscent material, They had large featureless heads and humanlike arms. Both men felt rcoldt as they sped past the strange figures!

15.5.77

27
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Conclusions

of certainty and appear to shoru the same
or a very similar entity. This leads to

brief summaries of the most
interesting cases I vas abl-e to investigate.
If one looks closer at this varied and perplexing assembly of reports, one can immediately
see eertain patterns, similarities and characteristics emerging from the descriptions given
These then are

an

interesting speculation vhlch might be
consj.dered contrary to the usual transient
charaeteristic of UFO events. It appears that
the same or similar figures vere observed
roperating' in the locality over a period
ruhich extended from at ltsast 12th Aprj.l to

by the uritnesses.

15th May 1977.

(a) It is quite clear that the peak of sightings came in the month of April and of the
t humanoid reports referred to, 5 of these
occutted vithin the period from 7th to
22nd ApriL 1977.

(b)

There vere a number
dogs.

(c)

The UFO's had certain characteristic
features in common, i.e. compare the case
of Mrs. Morgan - 17.2.77 and Mrs. Hevinson 26.t.77. In addition, the Herbanston School
Llansteffan and Haverfordruest UFO,s have
very similar outlines. The Broadhaven
school childern depicted a domed-disc ruith
doors - so did the Coombs childrenl The
figures reports at Herbanston on 12th April
at Ripperston Farm on 22nd Aprl1 and again
at Ripperston Farm on 15th May probably
provide the most distinctive correlations particularly vj.th reference to the 'headgear
of the humanoids,

of reported effects on

If you recall the great variety of dravi.ngs
of the sarne object made by the Broadhaven
schooL children - then the three humanoid
sketches can be reconciled ruith some degree

In conclusion, I vould suggest that if the
rUFO Appearance Recognition
& Identification

Test Procedure, techniques, devi-sed by

Dr. Richard Hainesr4 had been applied in the
cases - then the seemingly divergent reports

from Pembrokeshire vould have shovn even
greater similarities. I maintain therefore,
that the 'picture' vas not, in reality, as
confusing as the draruings and descriptions
appear to suggest and that the same or similar
agencies uere present in the area over an
extended period of timel These conclusions
also apply to the UFO report as a uhoLe.
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trvo.on space physica and on atmospheri,c
environment vere at that time asked by the

C. A. E. 0rBrien - Chairman

lI! i:

my

the aerospace seientists - in other uords,
aviation and space science in America. The
history of this Committee (the UFO Sub_Committee)
vas that, Iike any other ecientific eocieties,
the A.I.A.A. has certain technical committees.
Among them is a technical committee for at_
mospheric environment, of uhich I happened to
be chairman at the time ruhen tfris SuLlco*ittu"
came up. And then there is another technical
committee on space physics, and there are
many more, propulsion, and so on. But the

of Directors to form a sub_committee
in order to get an aaaeasment of thesituation.
An aaseasment is not a scientific investigation
it is a best judgement affair and thal il a
big
Board

great privilege this evening to

introduce to you Dr. Kuettner uho is
to give us his experiences ruith UFO's]loing
Dr. Kuettner vorked with the ESSA Laboratories
in the USA for many years and is nov one of
the vorldrs leading meteorologists at the
hlorld Meteorological Organisation in Geneva.
But I think the activity of Dr. Kuettnerrs
ruhich interests us mainly, is that he uas

differencel

Chairman of the UFO Sub-dommittee of the
American Aeronautics and Astronautice

Institute.

It vas that particular Sub-Committee vho
brought out the very courageous resolution
that it u,as nov time for the engineering and

scientific fraternities to start taking the
issue fairly seriously - at least ihe
Sub-Committee recommended they should begin
to look at it because it vas scientificaiy
viabLe to do so. UnfortunateLy a month later
UFO

the Condon Report came out and the resolution
rather got.submerged beneath the publicity
this vas given. I uill take up no more oi
your time Ladies and gentlemen, but cal1 upon
Dr. Kuettner to give you his lecture.rl

Dr, J. P. Kuettner
fiThank you Mister Chairman,
ladies and gentle_
men. First of all this is not going to be a
lecture. It uilt be a very informal discussioh
and if the chairman agrees, I vould not mind
being interrupted by questione, but if you
prefer to have that afterruards, of courie, I
am

in your

hands.

look all very optimistic here and ruhat
going to say is rather pessimistic.
Peesimistic only in one sense, that the
present situation on the UFO problem is so
eritical and difficult that unless you
You

am

I

recognise it, you uitl not move ahead. you
see, it is one thing to be among the UFO
interested people and it is an entirely
different thing to be, as many of us are
- eontinuously among the normal scientific
community. And thie is ruhy I think ve must
b9 y9"y sober and perhaps a little pessimistic.

A.I.A.A.

UFO Sub-Committee

the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics - only a short
comment. This is a professional society for
Nov regarding

Dr.

Joachim Kuettner

full aesessment report came out after the
Condon Report, I think, about tvo years later,
Our

and vas folLorued up by carefully selected
examplee of very strange UFO entounters of
high credibility, ruhich ruere published in the
JournaL of Aeronautics and Astronautics. But
ve probably made one mistake that has often
been_made if you have a controvereial subject.

like to stay avay from those people uho
are already committed one uray or another, and
you knov hov many people are-commitiea i.n tne
UFO issue. They are personnally convinced of
this and that. They are pro ani con and if
you asked for volunteers, you usualJ.y got
thoee-people !,ho uere intensely inteie6ted and
had already made up their mind; So anybody
vho volunteered ve rejected in this sub_
committee a1! rue picked out as members, people
vho.kneur nothing about it - scientists,
engineere from the universities and from the
aerospace industries - out of the technical
committees. I ended up as chairman and I dld
not knov vhat I had got into at this time.
Because if you do it-this uay you h"u"-on tt"
one side an unbiased attitude and perhaps a
lack of interest, but also you are going to
make the same mistakes that-experieiced-people
You

have.already.made
had

- people urho have elready
their tfingers vetr from the UFO issue.

Nomr_of _course, the same mistake vas made by
the Condon group, and since at the time I vas

uFo RESEARCH, THE NEXT STEPS AND LINES 0F ATTACK IN 0THER C0UNTRIES/continued

involved at Colorado and he vas involved at
Colorado, Dr. Condon and I had frequent lunch
meetings and kept track of each others'etudies.
But he of course had a fully Government supported. study and ue did this ruork in our spare

time, and !,e uere not that ambitious. But the
the same mistake - they
also used people vho had no experience. I
must say we learned a little from their mistakes - because they ruere a little ahead of
us. But the mietake is this, the cases that
you must take seriously in the UFO observations axe very fev percentage-vise. Not very
few number-vise, but percentage-uise they vere
very feu, and if you do not eliminate, very
early in an investigation, those uhich can be
explained, you are going to vaste 9596 of your
time on uninteresting cases and this is vhat
happened here! This is perhaps uhy the
Colorado University Group at this time did not
come out ruith very many casgs. For us the
problem uas to get a best judgement - that vas
Condon Committee made

all.

I must say that
any difficulties

in our Committee rue never had
in coming to the aame concLusions. We vere scepties in the beginning,
ve found it very interesting, and ve had joint
eeseions vith the experts, tuith McDonald, tuith
Hynek, uith Condon and eo on. tJe dug through
the literature, if you can call it that there is really no literature on UFOrs that
you can take seriously - very little scientific
literature, and slovly \ue come to the key
question. The key question vas for us - if
95% of our casea can be explained, are the rest
also explainable? In other ruords if you had
more information maybe you eould explain the
remaining 596 tool This is, by the uray, vhat
the scientific community, in general, believee.

found that this is not the case, that it is
the opposite and that there is a 'eignalr
buried in a very large tnoiser. And the
reason ure came to this conclusion uas that
statistically you uould aasume that the
simplest and obvioue cases are the most
credible ones and the strangest cases have the
louest credibility. Somebody tells you that
an occupant of a landed vehicle has moved
through this hotel. I think you ruould give
this very little credibility urithout having a
lot of evj.dence. But if somebody tells you
that he sav a vehicle that moved very elovly
over an hour and had a shape like thatr(like
a balloon) then it is probably a balloon and
you vould say this is credible. The opposite
is the case ae I vill shour you in a moment!
Statistically the strangenesa does not fall
off ruith the credibility as you vould expect.
We

it.vas a matter of putting your finger on
the tsignali in the Inoj.ser. tJith some co-op
eratj.on ure got the cases that ue thought vere
the most astonishing and uell observed by
multiple observance systems and published them
in the JournaL of the A.I.A.A., and to our
surprise no-one in the scientific and engineering community objected to that. They vere
all very intereeted.
Nov

to the point vhere ue muet
about vho uorks in this field
and hov ue are qualified. I think there are
a number of groups of people involved j.n this
problem and unless you clearly understand
vhat they are trying to do, I think you uill
not come to a solution.
That brings

me

think a little

There

is the large scientific and engineering
I think, at least in America,

community vhich

is completely open-minded. They have heard
about it, they are interested and they uould
like to knov ruhat the ansver is and they have
no specifie opinion about it. Horuever this
very large group is really ignorant about the
UFO issue. I am eoming nou to this vj"cious
circle vhich is the pessimistic aspect of
that I vanted to mention. The reason is that
a scientist normally goes into a library, he
looks at the abstracts, he picks out the
Literature from the different scientific

journals and he goes from one paper to another
and finds out more about the subject. That
is the vay the normal scientist vorks. You
try that vith the UFO issue and you do not get
anyvhere! You ruill find that some articles
are published in "PlayboyI and they are published there beeause the seientific journals
do not accept them. So the scientist has
really no opportunity to obrain the informati-on.

if he uanted to get his hands on the data
themselves, he vi1I be even more frustrated.

Nov

in our Committee have been terribly frustrated by the fact that ue could not get our

ble

it is hidden - or
it third hand. You get it fourth
hand, and you find that Mister So and 5o,
in his book quotes Mister So and 5o in anhands on anything because

you get

other book, ruho quotes another one and so
on and finally vhen you come to the end, there
is no vritten report. The Air Force files in
the Unites States are a very good source of
information even though the interpretation is
very superficial. t'lhat I am driving at is that
the scientific community as such has no possibillty of even getting a picture of the
situation. That j.s one group.
there is another group - and I am still
talking about scientists. This is a very small
qroup - a very knovledgeable group of people

Nov

uho are vorking hard and are very ingenious.
This is the group that tries to solve the

problem. You see, the scientific community,
largely the first group ask the primary
question - is there a scientific problem?
They do not uant to knov vhat the interpretation is, they want to knov vhether there
is a problem at all. Is there a leqiti-mate
question or is it fantasy? The other group
contains people like Vallee, Hynek, Saunders
and Poher. These are the people uho uork
intensely on the question of the interpretation
because they have convinced themselves a long
time ago that this is a valid problem. I'Jhat
they forget is that nouhere i-n science can
one vork that uay" The normal scientist has

UFO RESEARCH' THE NEXT STEPS, AND LINES
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is a talented man and he knovs
in vhich
direction to go. But then comes the big
labour of proving it sol1ci1y to his peeis,
to the other scientists. It is nouhere
accepted in sicence that somebody says, I
have convinced myself, and as a consequence
I think this has to be interpreted in this
and that vay. I am convinced that this is a
valid problem and that the solution is such
and such. This is not accepteci j-n science
and should not be accepted in science.
5o vhat is the situation then? One has to
put things in order. One has first to ask
the question - do ve have a problem at all?
You are of course all convinced that UFO's
are a valid problem. Noru just go outside
this hall and go into a scientific meeting
and you ruil1 find, as I said, open-minded
people. But they vould say they vould first
like to knov ruhether there is a problem. peran

He

u-sually ahead of time approxlmately

haps these (UFOts) are atmospheric phenomena
and perhaps there are ignorant people urho rnter-

pret things wrongly.

at UF0ts knoru that this
is not so, but the scientific community does
not! LJhat I am driving at is that the engineering and scientific community in the uor1d,
that is vell educated in the technical and
scientific fields, stands stiLl and the other
small group that I mentioned before, moves ahead,
Those vho have looked

and the gap gets bigger and bigger.
Nov

there is a third group and I think that our

Committee and perhaps you are

in this

group.

are people uho are rea11y not ruorking
actively on the problem.
These

These are the people vho lr" trying to bridge
this gap. They are trying to make a little
more effort to find out urhat the situation is
and then, vith good judgement interpret this
situation and perhaps make the UFO issue an
accepted problem. In other uords, introduce
1t into the scientific li.terature. So this
group is in the middle, and they are not the
most active one. These are people ryho do the
vork occasionally, they are very sceptical
still and very, very careful. This is an

important group.

I am ignoring the fourth group vhich you might
call I'the Lunatic fringert that have absolulely
fantastic ideas and do not knoru anything about
the scientific method. You are ;ust lost diseussing problems vith them. I ignore them.
There is a very large group ruhich is represented by you here and similar organisations.
These are the people uho are collicting the
data. In spite of all the diffi.culties they
keep doing it.
Nothing i-s more important, ih
my opinion, than to continue doing this, perhaps
by puttlng emphasis on.certain things, rather '
than trying to folLoru up everything. By this
spare time voluntary effort about 50,000cases
have been already stored in a computer bank regardless of their quality, but that is the
amount of data. You ian see no\u that if only

of these cases are interesting, this is stitl
a very large number. It means that this is a
statistically valid sample. This is urhy it is
important to contj-nue collecting the observations
as ve]f as it can be done.
5,o6

Most people vho are invoLved

activity

like

you

in this

ruould like to follory up a hypothesis
and vouLd like to help interpret this. I am
most sceptical about this for the folloruing

reason. I am convinced that the interpretition
the UFO phenomenon is of a complexity that
9f
it is lmpossrble to interpret itr' (the residue
of cases) ruithout a very large multidisciplinary
efrort of the best brains. I do not thini ttr:.s'
can be done in the spare t,ime by an individuat.
Nour I might be proven urong because you never
knoru vhether the one case happens thit clears
everything up! 0thervise I am of the opinion
that j.t takes institutional support, financial
support, a lot of time and a lot of people to
soLve this problem.
Hov do rye

tackle the

problem?

Let us see hov this could be done, and here I
come to my vicious circle. If you ruant to get
this report from pubtie funds then recognisid
revievers from the scientific community vill
l-ook at this proposal and they ruill fiist ask
the question - is this a vat-id scientific
problem? Can you imagine that eomebody in an
ageney, a public servant, vill "stick his neck
outrr and say I am smarter than the National
Academy of science. It ruill not happen. lrJhat
might happen is that a private foundation or
a tycoon makes the decision and says I ruant to
have this question cleared up. But I do noL
think that in the United States this is going
to happen - unless first the question nai been
ansvered uhether this is a valid scientific
problem. Is it a real problem? It ruould take
such an effort, as I have described, and public
funds to prove that - so you see you cannot get
out of this vieious circLe.

Actually the situation at the moment is like
that. You have to ask yourself, are you going
to go on collecting the same kind of iepoits as you have done for the next truenty-five years?
So that in twenty-five yeara, instead of fifty
thcusand reports you ruill have one hundred
thousand - a factor of tvo, vhich statistically
is not very important. Are we going to do thiS?
I am of the opinion that this i; tG u/rong uay.

Statistieal

Studies

this difficult situation be solved, if
at a1I. I believe since most of these reports
are stored in the computer memory - at least
in three placee, that the statistical assessment
of these data is the vay to go first. It is
the ruay to solve question number one - vhether
ve have a problem or not. There are certain
significant tests you can make. tJhat you
tvould have to do is to compare this residue of
interestj.ng cases urith the rest of the explained
9a!9s, and see vhether statistically significant
differences exist. I urill shoru you some material
Hou can
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that has already been done in other countries
in this direction. We are actually in the
process of trying to revise the materiat
that is available so that it becomes vhat
you could call tscientiflcally vatertight' and then publish it.
I think that is the vay
to open the door.

is a similar

There

problem

in the

OTHER COUNTRIES/continued

Case Studies

There is a second uray and this is the one that
you are probably more interested in - that is
case studies. I am a little u,aDy of case studies
for the reasons I explained. You can spend a
Iot of time on a case that really is not vorth

investigating and one also finds that if a case
that vhen it comes
to the scientific analysis, this is not being
done. No-one (the scientist) does-anything in
his spare time urithout being paid for it. I
do not know uhy, but this is the situation

atmospheric

has been urell investigated

sciences. hleather modification vas also
discredited. Can you modify the veather? Some
people say yes - ve can make rain and the others
say no. The problem is nov legitimate because
some courageous scientists have gone into this

priority.
I think that the strangest
cases are the ones ve should look at. In fact
if you had tvo priorities I vould put them as
the statistical analysis and the 'landingr
eases. Because it turns out that the landing
cases and those vith occupants have a surprisingly high credibility. They have multiple
uitnesses, they have traces and so on. To my
knowledge there are about nine hundred cases
of this type throughout the uorld, and about
four hundred of them claim occupants. Many
of these have little credibility but there is
a residue that has. About 2096 of the cases
because your profession alvays has

field and have, by statistical methods, shourn
that it can be done. The reason that I think
the seientific community should accept this
as a problem (UF0rs), is that I do not think
you tuill get the ansu,er ruithout them. And
I do not thi.nk you can get the scientists to
uork seriously on this, unless they can work
full time. 0therruise it ruill remain the
strenuous effort of a single scientist like
my friend Jim McDonald, vho finally despaired
that he {/as \urong and could not solve the
problem. After having explained this I advoeate
a statj-stical solution of the existing material.
If the observations are bad, they uill come out
of the statistics.

0n the case studies,

you ruould take seriously are landing cases.
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DIAGRAM
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (HYNEK)

STRANGENESS

Strangeness can be taken as a measure of

the number of information bits the report
contai-ns, each of vhich is diffi.cult to
explaj.n in common sense terms.

N = Nocturnal Light
D = Daylight Disc
R = Radar Visua1
I = Cl-ose Encounter of the First Kind
II = Close Encounter of the Second Ki
III = Close Encounter of the Third

Kind

uF.

I
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am

not

often this type of case
in this country - because the

aurare hou

has happened

country is geographically smatl eompared to
the area of the United States, uhere these

so-called Close Encounters seem to happen more
you ever get cases like thi;, I
ruould put all your effort into exploring them
to see vhether you can obtain independent evidence. from completely independent vitnesses,
and uhether you can get the traces, and can
take samples and get them analysed. I think
this is going to be more convincing. Hynek
agrees vlth this and many of us are beginning
to accept that rue must eoncentrate on this

often, If

approach.

Someone asked me

vhether you should go after
a certain hypothesis. I ruould be very sceptical

about this. It is al-ready difFicutt for an
experienced scientist to keep his objectivity
if he has a hypothesis in mind. I voutd
rather collect all. informatj-on completely

objecti.vely and not try to interpret it.
Studies

in other

You might ask

-

ruhat

countri.es

is being

done

in

other

countries? You are auare of the Centre for
UFO Studi.es that Hynek has established. This
is a going coneern and is vell designed ruith
confidential telephone lines to the-police and
other organisations. And still he gets reports
practically every day. He is completely overvhelmed by the effort it uould take to analyse
such a mass of data. He also has to be very
selectj-ve. This effort is completely unsupported at this time apart from small donations.
It i.s an effort by him, his ruife and a fev co-

uorkers.

In France there is Dr. Poher vith vhom I have
little. He has taken the statistical
route. He had stored data ruhieh he had access
to, on a computer. He is an ingenious man
and has come up ruith very spectacular results.
I tuill shoru you a feu of these. Then there
is Saunders in the United States ruho has the
largest computer data base of all. He has all
of 501000 eases and has attacked the problem
from the population side to see ruhat kind of
vorked a

people are reporting UF0rs and ruhat kind of
geographj-cal conditions seem to be favourable,
and so on. But he has not really gone into
any technical aspeet. I think that this is

I
I'

still strictly a private effort everyvhere
and if you believe that more is done in other
countries, this is not so. It is still the
individuals vith boundless energy uho do not
give up. Perhaps this is nov a good point to
shom you some of the materi.at I mentioned
previously

OTHER

c0uNTRlES/continued

to the inexplicable reports.
Dr. Kuettner
I'Let me first illustrate the
situation as ve
found it in our Sub-Coruhittee. By the way
this Committee still exists, but in a difierent
form. It is part of the Space physics Committee
and one of the reasons this vas ciranged vas
that it became practically impossiblJ for the
members to travel to a meeting. Because \uhen
they go to their government ageney and say I
uant to go to the UFO Committee meeting, the
government says

if it

becomes

then that

Hypotheses

UFO

IN

lr

ILlustrati.ons
Several slides uere shoun by Dr. Kuettner to
illustrate the research done in the U.S.A. and

the statistical studies of Dr. poher in France.
The first sLide shoued the pereentages of
explained cases in different categoiies compared

is

no, - no funds for thitt

part of the

0K.

But

Spaee physics Committee

that about 75% of the observations you
find in the literature are identifiable and
explainable. Aetual1y you could say 9096 because
You see

some

5,o6

are hoaxes. Then there are about

for uhich you have insuffieient data for
to say anything positively or negatively.

t5?6

you

And then you have 5% ryhich are unidentified.
Among these 5% there are about Z% - Lhe residue
vhich have a high strangeness and probability
or credibility rating. And it is this sma1l

sector that ve are talking about. Somebody
is not experienced vould spend all his
time on the rest of the cases. 0f course I
do not think this vould happen to you because
you are experienced here, but if someone comes
neu into this fietd he uouLd look into every
case and be very frustrated when he spends 9g%
of his time on uninteresting.cases. The experienced people can usually eliminate these
vho

immediately.tt

In his next illustration Dr. Kuettner shoved
a.version of Hynek's Strangeness - probability
diagram similar to Figure 1.
Dr. Kuettner
I'You have here the credibility
or probability
increasing upvards and the strangeneSs increasing
to the right. Nory if the strangeness is sma11
you should expect high probability and if the
strangeness is.very large as in completely
bj-zarre cases (an occupant looking througir
your vindov) then you should expect a lov
credibility. Perhaps there vas only one ruitness or it uas a hoax.

Take the whole area of the diagram and look at
the density of cases in each square. The squares
tourards the top right-hand side you uould expect
to have the lovest density. Let us look hour'it
really is. These are cases from Dr. Hynek. In
reality the density does not faII off as you
move to the top right-hanE'-corner. tJhat this
means is that as the strangeness rises the credibility also rises and only uhen you come to the
very strangest cases does it begin to fall off.
This is the kind of thing that is significant.,'
The folloruing slide shoved a map of the USA and
located on it, the radar netvork of the Nationat

Weather Service.

UFO RESEARCH, THE NEXT STEPS, ATD LINES OF ATTACK
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Dr. Kuettner
rrls there a vay vithout public funds to obtain
additional information. liJe think there ie and
have proposed this in our Corrnittee. If you
have landing cases or elose encounters like the
case of Captain Coyne, involving a helicopter,
you have only the urords of the creur!
rue have here in the USA an observing netuork
ureather radars of the National lJeather Service
tuhich can uork on either a 250 mile or 125 mile
range. These are designed to monitor severe

But

of

veather such as tornadoes or hurricanes. They
are recording pictures every fifteen minutes if
the ueather is not completely clear. If the

is very bad pictures are taken more often.
pictures are stored in the data eervice
and you could see on these pictures that abnormal
trajectories vere visible. It turns our that
65v^ of the USA from near the surface to 401000
feet is surveyed in this vay. lrle found that if
ureather
These

you uant to go through all of these pictures
(pfrotographs) it vould co-st you one million
dollars a year!

This is not the uay to do the research. What
you should do is to take the interesting observ-.
ations and then cheek back that the veather
photographs bear out an independent confirmation.
l,'le tried this only once urith the Captain Coyne
case. It did not u,ork out in this case. First
of all, the location of the UFO sighting uras
betrueen three radars u,hich overlapped but not
at that lov level (becasue of the curvature of
the Earth). And second uas that the one radar
uhieh uas most promising stopped vorking one hour
before the case and started again tvo hours afteruards. But in principle this method is possible.'t
The front eover of Journal TAP shovs a radar
scteen of the llichita, Kansas L'leather BuDeau,
0n 2 August 1965 UFOs uiere 'plottedr and-photb-

OTHER

COUNIRIES/continued

freguency

vith vhich you observe things - for
to uork or uhen they

example ruhen people go

aleep.

In an independent study publiehed by Vallee, he
had corrected this curve and it cane out thst
most UFO observations occurred at three otcfoek

in the morning!

The UF0s appear therefore uhen
there are the leaet nunber of people about.
They are often observed by poliee hnd in isolated

places.

folloying elide illustrated an analysis of
the noise emitted by UFOe. This shorred that
beyond one kilonreter UF0s vere completely silent
6nd even as near as 150 meters the majority of
cases reported silence. As you get closer to
the UFO sounds are recorded i.e. blhistting.
The

next slide shoued the luminoueity of UF0e
illustrated the same distribution betveen
French and foreign caaea. Even in daylight a
considerable number of the eases described luninous UF0s.
The

and

The

lest slide compared the duration of UFO
for explained and unexplained casea.

events

Dr. Kuettner
I' The similarity

betrueen

ten minutes.

graphed. The other smaller dots in the picture
bhou locations of earlier UFO sightings as the
UFOs moved across the screen.

These are examples

Dr. Kuettner then uent through severai slides
illustrating the statistical ruork of Dr. Poher

as radar-rt

in

the French and foreign

is etriking. This is the type of analysis
uhich might give us vhat I call the tuater-tight'
case. These short events are meteorg. Then you
have, at the other end of the scale, stars. In
betureen you have satellites and balloons std aircraft. But you have a minimum nulber of cases
in the order of five to ten minutes duretion.
Aircraft do not stay that long overhead! 0ther
phenomena have either longer or shorter durations.
The UFO cases have durations of betueen five and
cases

of vhat you can do sitn statistics. I feel the next approach should be on
the statistical basis and on ease studies of
landing cases as ruell as the use of such systems

France.

The first of these slides shoved an analysis of
560 cases and indicated that the distribution
of the French cases and foreign. cases {ras very
similar. The slide referred to the speed of

the observed UF0s. Dr. Kuettner pointed out
the significance of the result. If you separate
a sample into tuo parts - the French cases and
the foreign ones - they both shou, the same distribution, this is not accidental! The rnost frequent occuranees urere those reports uhich described
successively stationary and rapid movements.

slide shoued a cLose eomparison of
foreign witnesses and indieated a
high proportion of trained observers i.e. Pilots.
The second
French and

next slide shorued an analysis of the time of,
day uhen UF0s ruere observed in France and in the
foreign countries. Dr. Kuettner said that the
very complicated curve could be. corrected for
The
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ATMOSPH EBIC PHEIiIOMEIIIA LOG
By John Armitage
THIS CoLUMN trHlCH

I

IS

INTENDED

T0 BE A

by the refraction and internal reflection of
light at an abrupt temperature boundary. Such
a situation vould occur vhere very hot, loru
density air uas to be found over desert terrain
(or a tarmae road surface) on a hot summer day.
Shimmering in the hot air vould be seen, thj.s
being due to convection and instability in the
near surface air, the refLection of the sky

REGULAR

FEATURE OF TAP JOURNALS WILL ATTEMPT TO
EXAMINE SOME OF THE RARER ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA WITH REGARD TO THEIR RELEVANCE TO UFO

INVESTIGATIONS, AND I4IHEREVER P0SSIBLE, b,ILL
MAKE REFERENCE TO RECENT EXAMPLES.

t

INTRODUCTION

for

example, in such a layer, vould give the
impreseion of water and create the classic

to

be a general acceptance
a large percentage of UFO reports can

There uould seem

that
fairly readily explained,

trdesert oasist'mirage. Because of the angle
of incidence of light in such a mirage, the
mirage image is likely to appear to bi: in the

that various
atmospheric phenomena account for at least
some of these reports. It ruould also seem
reasonable to assume that many of the
be

and

apparently riinexplicable signtings'r could
probably also be explained if sufficient data
\uas available, and i.n some cases, if our knorulecige of the physical proeesses involved vas
better. The reader should bear in mind not
only the likelihood that the vast majority of
anomaloug objects reported in the sky can
potentially be explained scj.entifj.eally, but
also should recognise that it vill probably
never be possible to tie dourn UF0rs to a
single root-cause, as they are undoubtedly
a multi-cause phenomenon.

It is not the intention of this

distance.

AN INFERIOR MIRAGE

F Actuol positiqr of

object

lop of hot covective, lor deneity air

column to

llirage positlon of ob.lect

assume any rrnrorking hypothesist' as a provisional

explanation of UFOrs, but rather it viII
attempt to examine a range of atmospheric
phenomena as a possible explanation of at
least some reports. ldith regard to hi-s oun
personal opinions on the nature of the UFO
phenomenon, the columnist declares that he
has no pre-determined opinions or prejudices
and maintains a genuinely and completely
open mind on the nature of some of the more

2

A

SUPERIOR MIRAGE

In the case of a superior mirage, the
is seen above the level of the object

mirage

vhich

it

actually repreeents, the phenomenon being ciue
to light from the mirage object passing through
a layer of cold, dense air (overl.ain by uarmer
air) before reaching the observer. A superior
mirage can make objeets vhich are on the ground
eone ciistance auay appear to be in the sky,
it can also cause objects urhich should be below
the horizon at the observerrs location to be
seen above the horizon, or even high in the

puzzling reports, vhilst at the same time
stating that r?the proof of the pudding is
in the eatingrr, and that any hypothesis
urhich is intended to be taken seriousJ-y mlst
be accompanied by scientifically demonstrable

.

supporting evidence.

In this issue the principal topic under consideration uill be mirages and associated

sky I

phenomena.
MIRAGES AND ASSOCIATED

PHENOMENA

A

SUPERIOR MIRAGE

ie an optical phenomenon in the
atmosphere, caused by the refractj.on of light
as it passes through large temperature grad-

A mirage

ients in the louer part of the atmosphere.
The eir at di-fferent temperatures uill be
of different densities, and have different
refreactive indices, this being the basis
of the mirage phenomenon.

principal types of mirages may be identified, these being INFERIOR MIRAGES and
Tuo

SUPERIOR MIRAGES,

istics of
]

the respective character-

tuhich are as follorus.

Lighthouse rear or belov horizon fron obeerver,s location

IL00MING'r

AN INFERIOR MIRAGE

In the case of an inferior mi.rage, the mirage
image is seen belou, the level of the object
tuhj.ch it represents, this effect being caused

A further effect
found aesociated

of interest sometimes to be
vith superior mirages i.s a

called trloomingri. Looming gives
the impression that objects represented as
phenomenon

ATM0SPHERIC PHENOMENA L0G,/qontinued

superior miragee are either. very large or very
close, in other vords an apparently magnified
image. In the past some authorities have con- '
sidered it to be a largely psychological effect
caused by the lack of guitable reference points
for size eomparison. The effect of looming is
probably caused by the refraction of liqht
through air of^different densities in euch a
manner that the atmosphere acts as a magnifying lens.
A

RECENT EXAMPLE

An

interesting reeent example of a superior

vith associated rrloomingrr vas noted
last year in East Yorkshire (oi Ze May I978)I,2,3
\uhen people in Bridlington !/ere able to observe HuIl Docks (25 miles distant) as a
superior mirage in the sky. Later on the same
day Grimsby Docks (18 miles distant) vere also
visible from Bridlington as a superior mirage.
Some of the reports of this occurrence note
minute detail in the mirages (e.9. that cranea
could be seen ruorking in [he mirages of the
various docks, and that notable landmarks vere
visible in both mirages making the locations
mirage

clearly identifiable). This instance clearly
involved the rrlooming'r phenomenon, and furthermore it uould seem that the magnification
effect vas a real rather than an apparent
effect.
The relevance of mirages (particularly superior
mirages perhaps, ruith or vithout "Iooming")
to UFO investigatj.ons is obvious, and it uould
be reasonable to claim that such phenomena

obviously eiplain

reports.

some UFO

It is intended to continue a similar line of
in the next issue, vhen further
aspects of temperature inversions in the
atmosphere are like1y to be discussed.
approach
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First London International UFO Congress
This outstanding Bank Holiday Event
will open at the Mouat Royal llotel
in London's Vest End, on Sunday 26

August at 9.30 am, and continue
through to 6.30 pm on the Bank
.Holiday Monday. Have you booled
yet

?

The Hotel's Hydc Park

Confnence
Edirturgh Ban4uering Suite

Suite atd
are the venues for this milestone in

the history of British Ufology, the
Congress theme being " International

co-ordination and co-operation with
a vies' to developing common standards." Lectures will be wide ran-

ging, and in addition the occasion
will afford leading researchers the
opportunity of forming working panies
to discuss terminology, classification,
data processing, etc, and to make
recommendations

to

Congress

for

encapable

dorsement-recommendations
of attracting international recognition
and support.

Our leading guest speaker from the
USA-Dr J Allen Hynek, Director
of the Cewer Jm UFO Studies and
the world's most respected authority

the Congress. We are delighted to
welcome

him and extend an equally

warm welcome to Dr R Leo Sprinkle of
and
noted researcher for many years, whose
authoritative papers include Patterns
of UFO reports and Personal and
Scientific Attitudes: a sur?ej of persons
interested, in UFO rerorrs, presented
by him in 7967 and,1968.

Vyoming Univeristy, an active

CEll and C8111 cases will be well
to the fore amongst lecnrre topics,

ranging from UFO data processing
and classification, to the Spanish and
Italian 'flaps,' and here we are par-

ticularly pleased to greet colleagues
and noted ufologists Vicente Juan

Ballester-Olmos, speaking about Spanish landing cases, and Eduardo Russo,
Editor-il-Chief of the higtrly-respected

Italian fournal Clypeus, whose subiect
1978 UFO Vave in Italy.

will be the

The full line-up of speakers over the
two days is at present as follorus:
Dr J Allen Hynek
Dr R Leo Sprinkle

For firll Congress package details

Per

Secretariat,

Ert 259. Serd NOW
ald avoid disappoiatment laterinterert is high aad thc evert is
aleo bclng advertised in varioue
01-829-0818,

Europeaa couatries.

the Bank Holiday Mondan delegates
will have an opporrunity, if they so
desire, of visiting the London Planetarium and attending a special presentatlon.

The special Congress 'package' neg-

otiated with Grand.

Russo
Andersen

Return rail travel to London from
your local station.

Two nights accommodation in a
centrally located hotel in a
twin-bedded room with private

(Italy)
. (Denmark)

J Bernard Delair, BSc
(Contact UK)
RoberrDigby
(Bufora)
(Bufora)
Lawrence Dale, rnes
(BuforaPeter Hill, rnss
Edinburgh)
Norman Oliver, rnes (Bufora)
Dr Erol Faruk
(Bufora)
Well-known European ufologists Rudy

de Groote and Roberto Pinotti will

also be attending the Congress.

Metropolitan

Hoteb and Bitish Rail will enable
most delegates to attend at a very
considerable saving. This'package'
includes:-

(Spain)

Eduardo

UFO Congrers, 7 Stratford Place,
Loadon, Wl. Phone enquiriesi-

phenomenon, the Congress formally
being opened at 11.25 am. A special
Congress dinner (optional) has been
arranged for 7 pm and this will be
followed by a documentary film. On

(usA)

Vicente Juan Ballester-Olmos

address:- Congress

an illustrated introductory talk on
the nature and extent of the UFO

(USA)

on UFOs, is flying over especially for

write to the special Congress Secretariat which hos been set up-

will open at 9 am on the
Sunday morning, but in order that
delegates travelling long distances will
not miss any part of the main proceedings, early items will include the
opening of the Foyer Exhibition and
Reception

bathroom (Sunday

& Monday).

Full English breakfast

each morn-

mg.
Congtess admission charge.
Service and

VAT.

As an orample, the package price for
the two days from North Yorkshire
would be f,43.50-a price comparable with the normal hotel rate for

a two-night stay alone. Special rates
meet individual requirements are
available and a one-night stay is also
catered for.

to

